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migration and support the 2.x version of the soilworks software. the migration of soilworks 2.x to a 3.x(version) may cause incompatibilities with many feature. therefore we strongly recommend that you migrate
to soilworks 3.0 series. you can download the migration kit from: http://www.soilworks.com. when i purchased the soilworks software i found it was a full version. it says in the instruction "geo-surface

consultants: soilworksâ€”the professional soil & geotechnical engineering softwareâ€”full release 2.2". however, when i opened the soilworks software i found another version, â€˜â€˜full release 3â€™â€™. how
did this software become a full release 2.2 (i had a disc in my hand with soilworks 2.2)? when i tried to download i noticed it had something about a crack. i asked the question on a forum and replied, â€˜â€˜i

would like to know how the software became a full release 2.2?â€™â€™. a wonderful reply was from a software author: â€˜â€˜i am not a dev. your original copy of the software had the version number 2.2 but
when i saw that you had another.. i had a disc in my hand with soilworks 2.2. when i opened the software i found another version, â€˜â€˜full release 3â€™â€™. how did this software become a full release 2.2 (i

had a disc in my hand with soilworks 2.2)? when i tried to download i noticed it had something about a crack. i have the ability to create, modify, and save workarounds as a script. the mode in which a script
operates should be precise, hence, i prefer to create a script from many functions in vba, and then add the script to the vba autocalc function.
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midas soilworks is an engineering and
specialized software that provides
comprehensive solutions to solve

construction and geotechnical problems
related to the practical design of tunnels,

ramps, rocky slopes (rock mechanics),
loose ground, foundations, excavation,
dynamic analysis and provides leaks to
users. this software has a user-friendly

and professional environment that allows
civil andgeotechnicalengineersto achieve

fully valid results in relation to logical
design and quality outputs. description
midas soilworks is an engineering and

specialized software that provides
comprehensive solutions to solve

construction and geotechnical problems
related to the practical design of tunnels,

ramps, rocky slopes (rock mechanics),
loose ground, foundations, excavation,
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dynamic analysis and provides leaks to
users. this software has a user-friendly

and professional environment that allows
building and geotechnical engineers to
achieve fully valid results in relation to

logical design and quality outputs.
description midas soilworks is an

engineering and specialized software that
provides comprehensive solutions to
solve construction and geotechnical

problems related to the practical design
of tunnels, ramps, rocky slopes (rock

mechanics), loose ground, foundations,
excavation, dynamic analysis and
provides leaks to users. midas is a

solution for the rapid calculation of static
and dynamic analyses of the various

phases (fill, backfill, pavement,
structures) of construction. soilworks
midas with crack 99 new features of

midas-2013 v2.1 new module extension! -
从module里看到数据，整理起来。

2.1(2013)加载整理码以及自定义数据源。 5ec8ef588b
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